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學號 中文姓名 參加學友制學期 外籍學友英文全名

110303048 洪上恩 112-1 Joey Tuan Nghia Le
Pham

1.學友簡介(含第一次聯繫及 email截圖):

Translation to English: Our first contact was on June 2, 2023. We

initially communicated through email, and later switched to

Instagram. The person is quite friendly and types incredibly fast.

2.學友最喜歡臺灣的那一點(可自由發揮字數不限)

He particularly enjoys Taiwanese snacks and cultural experiences.

He has a special interest in pineapple cakes.Later, upon my

recommendation, he went to buy Chia Te's pineapple cakes, and

he really liked them.

3.接待心得(至少 300字以上)

In the beginning, our communication during the summer break was lively and

promising, as we exchanged messages with great enthusiasm. I was eagerly

anticipating the opportunity to meet him in person. He showed a keen interest in

learning about Taiwan, seeking advice on finding a suitable residential area for



renting, inquiring about the process of obtaining a driver's license, and wanting to

know about commonly used apps in our daily lives.

Despite our initial excitement, scheduling a face-to-face meeting proved challenging.

We made several attempts to plan outings, including visits to club fairs and a surfing

adventure in Yilan. Unfortunately, these plans often fell through due to his infrequent

responses. It became apparent that Instagram, the platform we primarily used for

communication, wasn't a commonly utilized social app in Sweden, leading to missed

messages.

Our efforts to synchronize our schedules were met with various obstacles, and our

planned meet-ups never materialized. In the meantime, I checked in with him a few

times to inquire about his well-being and updates, but our conflicting schedules

continued to hinder our chances of meeting.

As the end of the exchange semester approached, I noticed that some exchange

students had already begun their journeys back to their home countries. Realizing

the urgency, I promptly suggested a lunch meeting. However, he responded

belatedly on the 15th of December, mentioning that he was currently in Tainan.

Consequently, as of the submission of this report, a face-to-face meeting is still

pending.

Reflecting on this exchange experience, it has been a uniquely challenging yet

fulfilling journey. Serving as his buddy, I am grateful for the opportunity to offer

assistance and guidance, and I remain hopeful that our schedules will align before

the conclusion of this exchange program. Despite the logistical hurdles, I am

optimistic about the potential for a meaningful and overdue encounter in the near

future.



照片*2(含文字介紹、拍攝日期及地點活動名稱)

Since we haven't met in person yet, I'm providing two screenshots

of our conversations. One is an invitation to explore club fairs

together(9/18), and the other captures his feedback after

purchasing pineapple cakes(8/30).


